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Why upgrade your software?

It is essential that the monitoring technology of your 

machinery is always up-to-date. The upgrade of your 

PROGNOST®-Predictor software delivers all advantages of our 

ongoing product developments.

In this brochure, we will introduce you to all of our important 

innovations and feature enhancements which will help you 

carry out your monitoring tasks faster and more effectively.

All upgrades at a glance

User benefits

3D waterfall diagram for historical data 

Extract case histories from database for root cause 

analysis

Mark data to keep

Channel sensor sound - listen to your machine

Notes

Toolbar - quick access to important functions

Wrap text automatically

New cursor color

System improvements

Windows services

Modbus TCP support



User benefits

Enhancements to improve the ease of use of your 

PROGNOST®-Predictor software.

3D waterfall diagram for historical data 

Helps visualizing long term changes in the spectra or time 

waveforms for developing machinery faults, in a time-effici-

ent manner. 

Extract case histories from database for root cause 

analysis

Extract a subset of the database associated with a case 

history on analysis level. This enables you to conveniently 

extract a user defined time period for a root cause analysis 

on your own or with expert support by PROGNOST Systems 

Customer Support. This case history data includes all trend 

(amplitude, confidence), orbit and spectral data inclu ding 

machine element specific fault frequencies along with notes 

entered within the period selected.

Mark data to keep

This feature enables you to keep a user defined date range 

at full resolution and individual scope to retain data with the 

maximum significance. You can change the scope, whether 

you want to back-up only trends for this analysis, or more up 

to the whole machine.

3D waterfall diagram

Mark data to keep dialog

Channel sensor sound - listen to your machine

The waveform display and sound replay are directly acces-

sible via client software on-site or remotly. This important 

function is integrated to the hardware tree for system testing 

and pre-commissioning after installation. 



Notes

Notes allows to enter information about machinery relevant 

changes or to summarize analysis effort into a conclusion 

and to assign it to the trend or machine element, which is 

most relevant to this finding.  This note is available in differ-

ent views e.g. watch list or machine tree.

Note viewer

The note viewer allows to review and quickly find notes, 

which are incorporated into the system. For example search 

for “outer race” will result in a listing with all notes including 

“outer race” in the notes text body or header.

Note in the tree structure of the machine status

Information about relevant changes or conclusions available in different views

Note in the note viewer Note in the watch list tab

Note in the analysis view

The note viewer is split into the main topics, which are:

 - can be assigned to machine group, machi-

ne, machine element, machine element sensor, analysis level 

or trend level.

 - can also be assigned to a PROGNOST®-

Predictor rack, card or channel.



Toolbar - quick access to important functions

The new toolbar allows easy navigation to system and 

support functions such as:

Toolbar for quick access in the graphical status of a paper machine

Wrap text automatically

Inside notification log and watch list, words are now wrap-

ped if the cell is to narrow. So all relevant data is visible at 

first sight.

New cursor color

To ensure that the cursor is visible to the user the color is 

changed from black to green. This provides a higher contrast 

to the data.

 - allows to easily access the 

important site configuration dialog.

 - opens the note viewer to add, 

search or read notes. 

 - gathers all relevant health and 

performance data to indentify system issues and 

collect system health information. 

- shows information about your client 

software version.



System improvements

Enhancements for ensuring IT security and future usability 

of the PROGNOST®-Predictor system.

Windows services

Version 4 is compatible with Microsoft® Server 2008 R2 / SQL 

2008 R2 and supports Microsoft® Server 2012 R2 / SQL 2012 

R2. 

Modbus TCP support

From PROGNOST®-Predictor V4 the software supports the 

Modbus standard for DCS data transfer (e.g. process data, 

temperatures, oil pressure etc.).

System health view
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